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Abstract
For chemistry-transport models operating at regional scales, surface emissions are the input data to which
the output concentrations are the most sensitive. They are nevertheless poorly known. The possibility of
modifying existing inventories seems therefore promising for better simulation of concentration fields and
better understanding of photo-oxidant pollution.
The aim of this study was to define a methodology to optimize surface emissions at local scale i.e. to
compute correction factors for the available (called first-guess) inventory so that the optimized fluxes of NOx

and VOCs minimize the difference between simulated and measured ozone and/or NOy concentrations.
A new approach is proposed which is based on the aggregation of several numerical techniques. A kriging
method is used to obtain analyzed maps of ozone concentrations, which are then used as constraints for the
inversion.
Our modeling system is based on CHIMERE chemistry-transport model and its adjoint. It performs 4D-
integration. Academic cases were run in order to validate the inverse code and quantify the limitations of
the new methodology that is particularly suited to local pollution.

1. Optimizing the emissions : what for ?

B Anthropogenic and biogenic gaseous emissions are :

→ an essential input parameter which simulated concentrations are very sensitive to
→ nonetheless poorly known because of :

• strong variability (space and time)
• constant evolution (long-range)

⇒ a major uncertainty causein present models.
B But it is difficult to :

• get more meticulous methodologies for building inventories to reduce uncertainty : very expensive
in time and means
• obtain emission data with high space and time resolution with these methods

⇒ still remains the alternative and complementary possibility ofmodifying existing inventories.

2. Inverse modeling methodology
B Aim : finding theoptimal inventory that minimizes the difference between simulated and observed

concentration fields

B Principle : the adjoint approach. . .
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B Results :correction factors for each emitted species

B Tools :CHIMERE model and itsadjoint + chemical speciesmeasurements+ anoptimizer that mini-
mizes thecost functionwhich contains the differences between observations and simulations.

3. Tools - a. CHIMERE model

•Chemistry-transport model - 3D - eulerian
•Chemistry mechanism : Melchior (reduced for forecasting : 44 species - 100 reactions)
•Horizontal scale used : regional (∆x = ∆y = 6 km for 25x25 cells)
•One adaptable vertical scale
•Meteo forcing by ECMWF / MM5 or any other meso-scale

3. Tools - b. Kriging : using the information of the concentration space

B Why ?

• no information on the first-guess inventory uncertainty
• local scale⇒ high spatio-temporal variability of emissions
⇒ lack of/impossibility to add information in theemission space
• local scale⇒ structures ofconcentration fieldsare well known
• concentrations = continuous in space and time
⇒ using the information in theconcentration space?

B Principle :using together information formthe value of the measurementsand the structure of the concentration
field

B Results :analysisthat can be used asconstraints for the inversion

3. Tools - c. Direct and adjoint CHIMERE

B Principle :the adjoint is the gradient of the direct model

B Aim : for a parameterp and a simulated variablec, it computes
∂c

∂p
in every cell at every time step

⇒ Here : computes the gradient of thecost function : J(x) =
∑nb.constraints
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3. Tools - d. Academic cases, a tool for preliminary studies
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4. Chosen case

• the 7th of August 1998 - IOP2 of ESQUIF campaign

• inverted species : NOx family = 10
11 NO + 1

11 NO2

• time and location : 8 and 9 a.m. in the city

• constraints : [NO] and [O3] from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

⇒ testing :
– influence of the quality of measurementsεm

– influence of the quality of the first-guessεE

– influence of the measured species with respect to the species to be inverted

⇒ accuracy and limitations of the methodology

5. Results - a. Comparing methodologies on an example

• first-guess =-50%× reality - εm=-50%
• [NO] measured =±10%× [NO] real - εE=10%

⇒ 3 inversions withvarious types of constraints:

B usingmeasurements alone
B usingmeasurements + a background matrixB = identity through lack of in-

formation
B usingkriging

⇒ Results :
Eoptimized − Ereal

Ereal
× 100

⇒ measurements alone⇒ corrections arenot well distributed , neither in space
nor in time

⇒ adding a background matrix⇒ homogenization of the space and time distri-
bution of the corrections

⇒ krigin⇒ homogeneous spatio-temporal distribution of the corrections + ave-
rage difference reduced from 50 to 34.4%

5. Results - b. Inversion of NOx fluxes with [NO] constraints
Reduction of the difference with reality in % :

(1−
Eopt − Ereal

Efg − Ereal
)× 100

⇒ influence of the quality of measurementsεm : not significant - note that any added measu-
rement increase the quality of the constraints computed by kriging

⇒ influence of the quality of first-guess inventoryεE : may not be a limitation as long as the
link between the measured species and the species to be inverted is almostlinear

⇒ using kriging→ using the first-guess simulation⇒ a limitation to be overcome

⇒ possibility of good accuracy with kriging-optimization cycles :
from -48 to - 87% for the difference with reality

5. Results - c. Inversion of NOx fluxes with [O3] constraints

⇒ no measurements for O3 in the plume i.e. where thesensitivity to NOx emissions is maximum
⇒ the measured species provides norelevant information on the species to be inverted

⇒ after kriging, constraints≈ a priori concentrations in the plume
⇒ reduction of the difference with reality≤ 15%

Conclusion
B analyis (+ variances) used asconstraints for the inversion provide better results

than measurements alone or measurements + background matrix

B possibility of improving the accuracy of the optimization results bykriging-
optimization cycles

B with NO constraints : mean difference between first-guess and reality reduced
by 48% to 87% after two cycles

B with [O3] constraints : relevant measurements lack in the plume⇒ constraints
provided by kriging are very close to the first-guess simulations⇒ reduction of
the difference with reality≤ 15%

Perspectives

• inversion of problems of bigger size
• inversion of meteorological parameters together with the emissions

⇒ application to real cases :

B in Paris area: simple dynamical situation, well-known emission inventory (traf-
fic)

B in other areas e.g. Marseilles-Berre : complex meteorology, large variability of
the emission iventory (industrial+urban areas)
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